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1. Novelty of research, goals and objectives
1.1 Topicality of the problem and research novelty
Declarative Programming is a style of programming that concentrates on what
to do, rather than how to
do it. Some examples of declarative programming paradigms are:
(1) Functional programming;
(2) Logic programming;
(3) Rule based programming.
Constraint logic programming [JM94, JMM+98] is one of the most successful
areas of logic programming, combining logical deduction with constraint
solving. Solid theoretical foundations, efficient implementations, and a wide
range of academic and commercial applications make constraint logic
programming systems popular tools.
In logic programming [Lyo87], computations are done with the help of a special
logical inference method, SLD-resolution. At each step of the inference,
instantiations of variables are computed by the unification algorithm, which is a
(constraint) solving method for equations in a free algebra of terms.
Constraint logic programming generalizes this approach in two ways: First, the
constraint domain is a parameter that can be replaced by concrete domains (for
instance, by real closed fields, finite domains, Presburger Arithmetic, algebras
of finite or rational trees, etc.); Second, constraints may consist of not
only conjunctions of equations (as it is in the unification case), but also of more
complex formulas containing equations, inequalities, disequations. At each step,
satisfiability of the constraints is checked. Full constraint solving and answer
computation is done only in the last step (if needed).
An important research direction in constraint logic programming is
introduction a new constraint domain, designing an efficient satisfiability and

solving procedure for it, and putting it in the general constraint logic
programming framework. As examples, we could mention CLP(R) [JMP+92],
CLP(FD) [CD96], and RISC-CLP(Real) [Hon93]. Some of the members of our
project team contributed in the development of constraint logic programming
over hedges CLP(H) [DFK+14].
However, there is no CLP which allows hedges and contexts at the same time
in the language.
A calculus for rule-based programming over hedges and contexts has been
introduced in [MK06]. Its prototype implementations and applications in XMLrelated topics have been described in [DMK09, CDF+10, DK10]. However,
constraint logic programming over hedges and contexts is more general
than the above mentioned variant of rule-based programming, and it practically
has not been studied.
The domain we are going to study in this project is a combination of hedges and
contexts in a single framework. Hedges gained popularity in recent years
because of interesting applications: They naturally model XML data, program
schemata, ambients, multithreaded recursive program configurations where the
number of parallel processes is unbounded, etc. Hedges has an applications in
rewriting [Ham97], knowledge representation [Men11], theorem proving
[kut02] and contexts has an applications in semantics of natural language
[Ant06, Ant07, Kol98], program analysis and transformation[GT07], just to
name a few. It should be also noted that the programming language of
Mathematica [Wol03] support programming with hedge variables (placeholder
for hedges) and an extension of Haskell programming language [Moh96]
supports programming with context variables (placeholder for contexts).
Therefore, including them into the framework of constraint logic
programming could lead to an interesting and useful extension.
Solving equations between hedges and contexts is challenging task in
unification theory, since both hedge unification and context unification are in
the PSPACE class. Therefore, research on solving equations over compressed
terms and incorporation into the framework proposed is an interesting and
useful task. Hence, we have to find a good trade-off between expressiveness of
constraints and their efficient solvability.
The main novelties will be:
1. Studying constraint logic programming over hedges and contexts.

2. Designing a constraint solver for theories over hedges and contexts.
3. Incorporating solving techniques for compressed terms into the domain
hedges and contexts.
4. Implementation of programming system and its applications.

1.2 Research subject and objectives
The research subject is Foundation, Implementation and Applications of
constraint logic programming over the domain hedges and contexts. More
specifically, our goal is to introduce constraint satisfiability checking and
constraint solving methods for hedges and contexts and to incorporate it into
the general framework of constraint logic programming.
Constraints that we consider involve terms that are built over unranked
function symbols and may contain four kinds of variables: for terms, for hedges,
for function symbols, and for contexts. Term and hedge variables are first-order
ones. Function and context variables are of second-order. A context variable
applies to a single term. It can apply neither to a hedge variable (that is not
considered to be a term) nor to a hedge. A substitution is a finite mapping
defined on variables. It maps a term variable to a term, a hedge variable to
hedges (to a finite sequence of terms and hedge variables), a function variable to
a function symbol or a function variable, and a context variable to
a context. The latter is a term with a single occurrence of a special constant ‘o’,
called the hole. A context C can apply to a term t, resulting into a term C[t],
which is obtained from C by replacing the hole in it with t. In terms, different
occurrences of the same unranked function symbol may have different number
of arguments. These notions and operations are best illustrated by examples:
• A term: f(a, f(Xt, Xc(b)), Xf(a, Xf(b), Xs)). Here f,a,b,c are function symbols, Xt
is a term variable, Xc is a context variable, Xf is a function variable, and Xs is a
hedge variable.
• A context: g(g(a), o, c).
• A substitution: {Xt →f(a, Yt), Xc →g(g(a), o, c), Xf →h, Xs →(f(a), Xt, h, Ys)}.
• Application of a substitution to a term:
o Term: t=f(a, f(Xt, Xc(b)), Xf(a, Xf(b), Xs))
o Substitution: σ = {Xt →f(a, Yt), Xc →g(g(a), o, c), Xf →h, Xs →(f(a), Xt, h, Ys)}
o Applying the given substitution to the given term gives a term:

tσ =f(a, f(f(a, Yt), g(g(a), b, c)), h(a, h(b), f(a), Xt, h, Ys)).

An unranked alphabet and four different kinds of variables give the language
flexibility and strong expressive power, but it makes constraint solving a
difficult task.
Besides equations and disequations, our constraints may contain membership
atoms and their negations. These atoms restrict possible values of hedge
variables by a regular hedge language, and possible values of context variables
by a regular context (tree) language.
To illustrate the expressive power of CLP(HC), we describe how the general
rewriting mechanism can be implemented in the framework proposed in this
project:
rewrite(Xc(Xt), Xc(Xty)) ← rule(Xt, Xty)
where Xt and Xty are term variables, and Xc is a context variable.
It is assumed that there are clauses which define the rule predicate. The rewrite
clause says a term Xc(Xt) can be rewritten to Xc(Xty) if there is a rule such that
rule(Xt, Xty) succeeds.
An example of the definition of the rule predicate is:
rule(Xf(Xs_1,Xs_2),Xf(Xsy)) ← Xs_1 ∈ f(a*) · b*, Xs_1 = (Xt,Xsz), Xsy =
(Xt,f(Xsz)), where the constraint Xs_1 ∈ f(a*) · b* requires Xs_1 to be
instantiated by sequences from the language generated by the regular sequence
expression f(a*) · b* (that is, from the language {f, f(a), f(a,a), ... , (f,b), (f(a),b), …
, (f(a, ... ,a),b, ... ,b), ...}.
With this program, the query ← rewrite(f(f(f(a,a),b)), Xt) has two answers: { Xt
→f(f(f(a,a),f))} and
{Xt→f(f(f(a,a),f(b)))}$.
This examples illustrates the benefits of all four kinds of variables. In particular,
this variables make the language powerful and flexible. They help to traverse a
(tree representation of a) data term uniformly both in the horizontal and
vertical directions, in one or in arbitrary many steps. Moreover, it is possible
to constrain hedge and context variables with regular languages. One can also
notice, that the obtained code is pretty compact and declaratively clear.
In many applications, data terms can be huge. An instance of such an
application can be XML processing, where an XML documents might contain
tens or hundreds of thousands of nodes. To deal with space problems, various
term compression techniques have been introduced, see, e.g., [BGK03,

BLM08]. Respectively, there is a need in solving techniques over compressed
terms directly, without decompressing them [GGS+08, GGS+09]. We will
investigate how these algorithms can be incorporated in CLP(HC). It can also
be that we need to develop a special algorithm for our purposes
for the encoding in [BGK03], that uses integer exponent to encode unranked
trees, without binarizing them.
CLP can be seen as a generalization of logic programming, its semantics is
compatible with semantics of logic programs and hence prolog is a natural
choice to implement the CLP(HC). The obtained system will have rich
capabilities for various applications. First, the system will be suitable for XMLrelated tasks, because of its ability to work with unranked terms and with
compressed terms. It will also have useful applicability in membrane computing
[Pau] and computational linguistics.
The project objectives correspond to solving problems described in this section
and can be formulated as the following four tasks:
# Title of the task Expected time needed for accomplishment of the task, in
months
Key personnel
1. Designing decision and solving procedures for hedges and contexts with
membership constraints. Proving termination, soundness, and completeness
theorems.
1-12 months: Jemal Antidze, Besik Dundua, Irakli Kardava
2. Integration the solving procedure into CLP and study operational,
declarative and fixpoint semantics of obtained framework
7-12 months: Jemal Antidze, Besik Dundua, Irakli Kardava
3. Incorporating solving techniques for compressed terms into CLP(HC)
13-18 months: Jemal Antidze, Besik Dundua, Irakli Kardava
4. Implementation of the CLP(HC)
19-21 months: Jemal Antidze, Besik Dundua, Irakli Kardava
5. Applications, preparation of the documentation
22-24 months: Jemal Antidze, Besik Dundua, Irakli Kardava
Count months from the starting date of the project.

Research methods and expected outcomes
2.1 Compliance of research methods with the objectives of the project

Among the members of the project team there are international experts with
many years of experience in studying semantics of programming languages and
designing and implementing algorithms for solving and deciding various kinds
of constraints. The methods, that the members of the team will use, are the
standard ones for defining semantics of constraint logic programming,
designing constraint solving procedures and Implementation. Some members of
the team studied semantics of constraint logic programming over hedges
[DFK+14]. Our methods will be based on the ones used there. They
will be extended to accommodate techniques that deal with context variables.
The constraint solving procedures will be formulated in a rule-based manner,
which is considered to be the de-facto standard way of designing such
procedures. The rules should transform constraints into constraints. For
procedures formulated in a rule-based way it is easier to define a complexity
measure and to prove properties (termination, soundness, completeness).
Moreover, the techniques of implementation CLP is also quite developed.
Research on solving equations over compressed terms is new. We will have to
study how we can incorporate the existing methods [GGS+08, GGS+09] in our
framework.
2.2 Expected outcomes of the research and their significance for scientific

direction/directions of the research
Expected results are both of theoretical and practical character. We plan to
construct new solving procedures for special classes of constraints over quite a
rich a flexible term language. This language contains unranked function
symbols, four different kinds of variables. The classes of constraints will be
defined in such a way that we can prove termination, soundness, and
completeness of the procedures for them. Moreover, we will show for which
kind of clauses and goals the generated constraints fall into these classes.
We see potential applications of the system developed in the project mainly in
three areas: Web-related applications, software engineering, and education.
One can possibly experiment with its use also in bioinformatics (membrane
computing, P systems) and computational linguistics (linguistic querying).
Uniqueness and competitiveness of the tool is based on the combination of the
following aspects:

Flexible and intuitive syntax based on unranked terms, four kinds of variables,
and well-known logic programming notation, that enables users to write
compact and declaratively clear code.
Powerful constraint solving module and the mechanism to work with
compressed terms that enables the system to tackle problems of significant size.
Usage of unranked symbols that is particularly appealing for XML-based
applications as well as for bioinformatics (membrane computing).
In addition, the group members plan to demonstrate the tool in the
programming and computational logic classes they currently teach.
The table below shows interim expected outcomes/countable indicators for
each reporting period:
For each reporting period: Countable indicators for expected outcomes of the
accomplished work
Add a table if necessary.
(Countable Indicator: One or several countable interim outcome/s achieved

after accomplishment of each task in reporting period/stage. For example, 2
scientific articles will be published; 3 conference
theses will be prepared; specific (name) block-scheme of experimental device
will be constructed, etc.).
Count months/periods from the starting date of the project.

Management of the Project
As from the project’s tasks is clear, we must fulfill a large volume of the works.
This demands hard works of the participants to complete with success the
project. Two participant are young specialists, but they have sufficient
experience to complete the project with success. They are experienced
programmers, which have resolved some important problems by computer.
They have the experience to work in projects. The manager is experienced
specialist in the domain (See his CV). We are sure, that this project will be
terminated successfully. J.Antidze will manage all tasks. All participants will
take part in achievement of all tasks. We must buy two powerful personal
computers to use them as at the working place as well at home to estimate
correctly the speed of experiments (the experiments demand large quantity of
computations). The amount demanded for powerful personal computers fits
with their international prices.

# I period (1-6 months) II period (7-12 months) III period (13-18 months) IV
period (19-24 months)
Interim outcomes/List of countable indicators
Interim outcomes/List of countable indicators
Interim outcomes/List of countable indicators
Interim outcomes/List of countable indicators
1. Organizing a research seminar
Preparation of one technical report and one article Organizing a research
seminar
One article. Software demonstration, Preparation of the documentation.
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